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December 12, 2017 

 

VIA REGULAR AND ELECTRONIC MAIL 

 

Dr. Jim Murdaugh 

President 

Tallahassee Community College 

444 Appleyard Drive 

Tallahassee, FL 32304-2895 

 

RE: OCR Ref. No. 04-16-2248 

 

Dear Dr. Murdaugh:  

 

The U.S. Department of Education (Department), Office for Civil Rights (OCR), Atlanta Office, 

has completed its investigation of the above-referenced complaint in which the Complainant 

(XXXXX XXXXX) alleged that Tallahassee Community College (College) engaged in 

disability-based harassment against her client, XXXXXXX XXX (Student). 

 

OCR is responsible for enforcing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504), as 

amended, 29 U.S.C. Section 794, and its implementing regulation, 34 C.F.R. Part 104, which 

prohibit discrimination on the basis of disability and retaliation by recipients of Federal financial 

assistance from the Department; and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (Title II), 42 

U.S.C. §§ 12131, et seq., and its implementing regulations, at 28 C.F.R. Part 35, which prohibit 

public entities from discriminating against individuals with disabilities.  The College receives 

Federal financial assistance from the Department and is a public entity.  Accordingly, it is 

subject to these laws.   

 

OCR investigated the legal issue of whether the College promptly and equitably responded to 

notice of disability-based harassment directed at the Student from Professor XXXX XXXXXXX 

(Professor) that occurred from fall 2015 through spring 2016 (i.e., the Professor refused to 

acknowledge the Student’s academic adjustments in fall 2015; the Professor gave all students in 

multiple classes one of the Student’s academic adjustments (time and a half for quizzes) in 

October 2015; the Professor emailed the Student stating that she believed her disability 

adjustments were an “unfair advantage” in October 2015; the Professor told the Student to 

remove her sunglasses in class; the Professor told the Student to “grow up” and take four, instead 

of two, classes in spring 2016; the Professor humiliated the Student in front of classmates in 

spring 2016 (told her to stop raising her hand and answering questions, forced her to repeat a 

word she had difficulty pronouncing, and yelled at the Student that she was obsessed with getting 

A’s); the Professor routinely dismissed the Student’s academic questions in spring 2016; the 

Professor accused the Student of cheating in front of classmates; the Professor refused to give the 

Student two points on a quiz for questions she answered correctly in spring 2016; and the 
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Professor accused the Student of being “special” in spring 2016, and held her arms while she told 

the Student she could not report the incident to the Dean that day), in noncompliance with 

Section 504, at 34 C.F.R. § 104.4, and Title II, at 28 C.F.R. § 35.130. 

 

During the course of this investigation, OCR reviewed evidence provided by the Student and the 

College, including correspondence, student records, and the College’s policies and procedures.  

OCR evaluates evidence under a preponderance of the evidence standard; in order to establish a 

violation the evidence must be sufficient to prove that it is more likely than not that a violation 

occurred.  Prior to the completion of OCR’s investigation, the College requested to voluntarily 

resolve this complaint. 

 

Legal Standards 

 

Section 504, at 34 C.F.R. § 104.4(a), states that no qualified person with a disability shall, on the 

basis of disability, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be 

subjected to discrimination under any program or activity which receives Federal financial 

assistance.  OCR has determined that disability-based harassment is a form of discrimination 

under Section 504 and Title II.   

 

Further, 34 C.F.R. §§ 104.7 and 104.8, require that a recipient designate a responsible employee 

to coordinate compliance with the statutes, as well publish a notice of nondiscrimination and 

adopt grievance procedures that incorporate due process standards and that provide for prompt 

and equitable resolution of complaints.   

 

Factual Findings and Analysis Supporting a 302 Resolution  

 

The Student alleged that the Professor harassed her on the basis of her disability while she took 

various courses at the College.  OCR determined that the Student attended the following of the 

Professor’s courses: XXXXX/XXXXXXX XXXXX XXXXXXX from August 25, 2015 through 

December 10, 2015; XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 1 XXXXXXX from January 1, 2016, through 

April 28, 2016; and XXXX for XXXXX XXX 1 XXXXXX from January 8, 2016, through April 

29, 2016.  Further, OCR determined that the College knew that the Student was a student with a 

disability pursuant to her request for, and receipt of, academic adjustments on XXXXXXXXXX 

XX, XXXX, which included extended time, a tape recorder, calculator, note taker, and a 

computer.   

 

OCR also reviewed emails between the Student and the College, and among College staff.  The 

first email evidencing that the Student notified the Professor that she was to receive time and a 

half on quizzes was on October 4, 2015, and the Professor responded the next day by stating that 

when she sets a time limit online on the quizzes, she would give everyone extra time since she 

“prefers to be fair to all students.”  The Student again notified the Professor by email that she 

was to receive extra time for quizzes on October 15, 2015.  The Professor responded the next day 

by stating the following: 

 

The ‘standard’ time for a 20 question quiz would be 20 minutes.  I am 

giving everyone 30 minutes as I do not believe that it is fair to give 
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someone extra time on a quiz and not give others the same advantage.  If 

the quiz were given in class, you would not be given extra time.  You (and 

the rest of the class) are getting extra time simply because you are taking 

up my time and I do not wish to continued (sic) debating the issue with 

you.  

   

The Student forwarded the Professor’s email (above) to staff with the Disability Support 

Services (DSS) Office.  The Professor was then notified in an October 19, 2015, email from the 

Dean of the Technological & Professional Programs Division (Dean) that the Student, as a 

student receiving academic adjustments, must be given time and a half for tests and quizzes.  The 

Professor responded the following day by stating the following: 

 

I am giving ALL students time and a half for the quiz.  I believe this is fair 

to all students.  When I give a quiz in class, I do not, nor have I ever given, 

time and a half for a DSS student.  I told [the Student] when she brought 

this up some time ago, that I would give all students time and a half.  If I 

am forced to make her an exception, then I will have to go back and set 

the class time as 20 minutes . . . and set [the Student’s] time as 30 minutes 

. . . that is not a reasonable accommodation . . . especially when given in 

class . . . as it would be disruptive to the class to have to “wait” for the 

other student.  I have yet to find any DSS student who actually needs/takes 

their time and a half (including [the Student]) when they take tests.  

 

OCR also reviewed an email dated April 22, 2016, from the Professor to the Dean in which she 

summarized a disagreement she had with the Student over internship requirements, stating “[the 

Student] just had to be contrary in class today.  She recorded the conversation without my 

permission . . . .”  The email further stated that the Student refused to accept the Professor’s 

answer to her internship question and continued to want to present her case.  The Student then 

notified the Professor that she would talk with the dean.  The email also stated “I am so tired of 

having to answer her questions multiple times . . . almost every student came to me after she left 

and said that I had handled the situation well.  I hope you back me up on this.  She has been a 

frustrating student who constantly wants an exception to every situation, assignments, etc.  She is 

disruptive in class, but because she is DSS and [the College] does not back up teachers in dealing 

with DSS students I did not pursue anything with Judicial Affairs in terms of this.”   

 

After her April 22, 2016, disagreement with the Professor, the Student met with the Assistant 

Director of Student Services, who advised her to file a Title IX complaint.  The Student filed a 

Title IX complaint on XXXX XX, XXXX, in which she alleged that, as she was trying to explain 

to the Professor circumstances regarding her internship, the Professor attacked her in front of 

classmates and said that the Student “was special, like always.”  The complaint also alleged that 

the Professor then put her hands on the [Student’s] wrists/hands in a “listen to me, this is what 

you are doing wrong manner.”  The complaint states that the Professor has been “abusing, 

embarrassing, harassing and intimidating” to the Student in front of classmates since October 

2015 after the Student had to notify the DSS Office that the Professor was not implementing her 

academic adjustment of time and a half.  The College’s investigation included statements from, 

or interviews with, three staff members and one student witness, but did not include an interview 
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with the Student, who was represented by an attorney as “no interview was possible.”  The 

College issued a letter to the Student dated XXXXX XX, XXXX, in which it determined that 

there was insufficient evidence to establish a violation of Title IX based on the Professor’s 

actions.   

 

Prior to the completion of OCR’s investigation, the College requested to voluntarily resolve this 

allegation pursuant to Section 302 of OCR’s Complaint Processing Manual, which states that 

allegations under investigation may be resolved at any time when, prior to the conclusion of the 

investigation, the recipient expresses an interest in resolving the allegations and OCR determines 

that it is appropriate to resolve them with an agreement during the course of the investigation.  In 

order to reach a determination as to whether the Student was subjected to a hostile environment 

and whether the College failed to promptly and equitably respond to notice of disability-based 

harassment directed at the Student from the Professor, OCR would need to conduct interviews 

with staff, including the Professor, DSS staff, and other staff with knowledge of the specific 

incidents alleged by the Complainant as harassing, as well as any student or third-party witnesses 

to the alleged harassment. 

 

Grievance Procedures 

 

Harassment based on one’s disability creates a hostile environment by interfering with or 

limiting a student’ s participation in or receipt of benefits, services, or opportunities in the 

recipient’ s educational program.  If a recipient has actual or constructive notice of a hostile 

environment, the recipient is required to take appropriate responsive action.  Section 504 requires 

recipients to adopt grievance procedures governing the filing and investigation of complaints 

alleging disability-based discrimination and/or harassment.  Grievance procedures should include 

notice to students and employees of the procedures, including where complaints may be filed; 

provision for prompt, adequate, and impartial investigation of all complaints, including the 

opportunity for the student and subject of the complaint to present witnesses and other evidence; 

application of the procedure to complaints alleging discrimination and harassment carried out by 

employees, students, or third parties; designated and reasonably prompt timeframes for the major 

stages of the investigation; written notification to the complainant and subject of the complaint of 

the outcome of the investigation; and an assurance that the College will take steps to prevent the 

recurrence of any discrimination and harassment and to correct its discriminatory effects on the 

complainant and others, if appropriate. 

 

OCR determined that the College’s grievance procedures for complaints alleging 

discrimination/harassment, titled Equal Access/Equal Opportunity, Discrimination, Sexual 

Misconduct, and Unlawful Harassment (03-01 AP), which “provides a procedure for the review, 

investigation and resolution of discrimination, sexual misconduct and unlawful harassment 

complaints,” fails to contain to some of the required elements listed above.   

 

Resolution 

 

To remedy the compliance concern with the College’s grievance procedures and to address the 

College’s request to voluntarily resolve the Complainant’s allegation prior to the conclusion of 

OCR’s investigation, the College agreed to implement the provisions of the attached Resolution 
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Agreement (Agreement), signed on November 20, 2017, and which, when fully implemented, 

will resolve OCR’s concerns.  The Agreement will require the College to: 1) revise its grievance 

procedures; 2) conduct a climate survey; 3) issue a statement regarding harassment; 4) conduct 

training of its staff, including instructors and administrators, regarding the revised grievance 

procedures and the requirements of Section 504/Title II to ensure a climate free from harassment; 

and 5) offer to provide counseling to the Student.  The provisions of the Agreement are aligned 

with the complaint allegation and the information obtained during the investigation, and are 

consistent with applicable regulations. 

 

This concludes OCR’s investigation of the complaint.  These findings should not be 

interpreted to address the College’s compliance with any other regulatory provision or to address 

any issues other than those addressed in this letter.  OCR will monitor the College’s 

implementation of the Agreement.  When OCR concludes the College has fully implemented the 

terms of the Agreement and is in compliance with the statutes and regulations at issue in the 

case, OCR will terminate its monitoring and close the case.  If the College fails to implement the 

Agreement, OCR may seek compliance with the federal civil rights laws through any means 

authorized by law, including to enforce the specific terms of the Agreement. 

 

This letter sets forth OCR’s determination in an individual OCR case.  This letter is not a formal 

statement of OCR policy and should not be relied upon, cited, or construed as such.  OCR’s 

formal policy statements are approved by a duly authorized OCR official and made available to 

the public.  The complainant may have the right to file a private suit in federal court whether or 

not OCR finds a violation.   

 

Under the Freedom of Information Act, it may be necessary to release this document and related 

correspondence and records, upon request.  If we receive such a request, we will seek to protect, 

to the extent possible, personally-identifiable information that, if released, could reasonably be 

expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.   

 

If you have questions regarding this letter, please contact Stephanie Pessin, at (404) 974-9343, or 

me, at (404) 974-9367.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Ebony Calloway-Spencer, Esq. 

Compliance Team Leader 

 

 

Enclosure 

 

cc: XXXXX XXXX, XXX., via electronic mail 


